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WHY GO TO BLUE RIDGE? Think it over with the following questions:

1. Have you ever been on a mountain top?
2. Could you talk to a group of people or of your college without the fear of being heard as a 'dumb old hick'?

A Letter to Pa
By Mr. James A. Bucy

Dear Pa: How is the old sick cow getting on and what is the latest news among the gals? It was a beautiful day and after lunch here in the mountains it is down to a comfortable 50°. I feel like I'm so far away from home that I'd like to have a tonic back and feel just the same. This sure is a good place to hide up here, and I have been in the best time I ever had in my life. We don't have much traffic here in the mountains but the most of the rest of them is doing, but we are staying in a separate college to ourselves only we don't have to keep house. It sure is a nice hotel too, looks like the one on the left hand side of the mill creek road where Mr. Tidwell's married and lives. All the folks in this part of the country seem like they are getting ready to move-get all their land rolled up on their laps. We got one of the funniest little fellows staying with us up here, this name is Tommy Mcleanhurst. Last night somebody played a piano and him and I had bed with dried chesnut bars. You just wouldn't believe him when he did that into the china that night, only he didn't say how. He jumped like his feet had touched a redheater-I reckon he must of jumped six feet and before he had hit the floor. I guess the fellow who put the bars in his bed must of left there every time Tom and he was how down out to pick little impresive bullets in the brush when he knew they couldn't never neet him again. He sure was, and they put the bars in his bed.

The spirit at Blue Ridge is one of the most inspiring features of the conference. By the word Spirit I mean that ineradicable and incorruptible principle in man of active with energy and virility. By the spirit of a man we mean the personality of this man. With 300 men assembled together from different parts of the south for only a few days together it is hard to believe that a real time friendly spirit would be built up but yet it is true. Every man at Blue Ridge shows the true Christian spirit by speaking to everyone and by making friends. They are not only up side with you but you expect to be in turn. However we must not forget that there is no rivalry between the college delegations, each to the country. Each college delegation during the past few days attempts to show more pay than other by giving their college papers on good sport and songs. On the athletic field the cooperation between the respective colleges must to try to win over the other colleges to keep back to their college the honors which might be won. Always all the mountains experience such as can be gained at Blue Ridge will fill the heart that true spiritual spirit of joy for God and fellowship.

The Latest Creation in Fall Suits
SOCIETY BRAND AND GRIFFON CLOTHES
Come in we take pleasure in showing you these garments

Marshall-Tatum Clothing Co.

Carolina Men
We have a Walk-Over or Edwin Clapp Shoe for you
Saxon-Cullum Shoe Company
1508 Main Street
Columbia, S. C.

The SWIMMING POOL, BLUE RIDGE
Snapshots From the
Land of the Sky

Reasons Why Students Should Go to Blue Ridge.

A trip to Blue Ridge seems to be a thing for in the distance at this time of the year but the answer is it is talked over with the folks at home better chance one has on getting to Blue Ridge.

Because at Blue Ridge you will hear oaths at the best speakers in America, in the world, discuss issues that are paramount to us at the present time. Also you had Robert E. Spots, the great leader of the Freethinkers, Mr. Williams, the great social work leader who recently spoke at our own college, Berkeley College, whose articles in the把手bug has raised such an storm in American college rooms as supposed in the last century, and other great men who will take you to lunch. You will get as much education in a convivial form as 10 days or anually would as half a term.

Because you will meet and form friends with real people like the men from Old Dominion colleges. Think of the advantages of meeting from other colleges and knowing them but don't let them concern their problems in the class room, in the library, in the motor, motor cars, on the athletic field and all the rest. Their discussions help on seeing their common coexistence and you can make some.

Because you will find recreation in mountain streams, on mountain tops, on the highest peaks, or the most rugged, but not out and back fields, or the open road. Think of the magic of the blue, blue mountains. Think of the poetry that they can stir up in your imagination. There are always a number of trains about Robert E. Lee held, and in which you will find yourself writing a number of times.

Because in its final analysis, life itself is brought to each us in the mind and mental activities of all people in the spiritual realm. There at Blue Ridge you will be "on the level" if you call it an experience or just a place where you hear some of that greatest poetry that will enable you to think at your right level. and think like it should be taught.

To go with on the story, the waitresses always looked over at the table where we sat, and would shake their heads and smile sympathetically at the young lady that answered our many calls for "something" and "thinks." One day we happened to be talking to one of the young ladies, so we asked her if any of our waitresses wouldn't do that. She said that that was not the reason at all but that she couldn't talk under any circumstances. There upon, Mr. Wil-son proceeded to call the young lady re-ferred to, and at last she said that the reason that they were sorry for the girl was because we were the biggest eaters in all these, and that the young lady but was worked very hard. We then pass ed a resolution that no one, under any circumstances, should eat out on rolls and look at her meal in one dish at any meal. This was very easy for some of us, especially Samuelson and Flankin, but we managed to keep them from viol ating this agreement by reminding them that we would have to refer them to the House Committee if they not.

VIEW FROM LEE HALL

Morning, Noony, and Night

While at Blue Ridge this summer, the University of South Carolina delegation received an honor that is not to be ignored or despised, but one that should mark one point to us with pride. It happened in this manner: Up there where the cool mountain atmosphere makes one get up quickly and have himself ready for the morning meal, and then, an hour afterwards, start counting the minutes until dinner, one naturally thinks of these meals, breakfast, dinner, and supper.

Frank Meeks was heard to remark one time, "Feffers, there are three hours in this program that I am never going to miss, and these three things are the three periods when we assemble in the mess hall to eat." So I'd to any however, Mr. Meeks got caught at High Top one afternoon in a dance, and came to me asking that he might have heart failure for fear that he would lose his reputation.

Go To Blue Ridge Next June.

---W. L. C.

Are you going to Blue Ridge this year? Why not, we need you.

Get the Blue Ridge Conference Guide.

Go To Blue Ridge Next June.

---W. L. C.

What we want to know is: What little girl was holding Einstein's hand coming from the show?